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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate peer and self corrections in the
context of foreign language writing and, more specifically, any potential correlations
between correction type and the ability to correct for grammatical accuracy. Correlations
were also sought between correction type and student awareness of error tendencies. The
present study also explored students’ perceptions of teacher, peer, and self corrections in
writing, including preferences, validities, and the emotional (affective) responses.
Ninety-six university students in their second year of German as a foreign language wrote
a narrative essay. During the next class meeting, students either corrected their own
essays or that of a peer as well as completed a post-corrections questionnaire. The peer
correction group was found significantly more able to correct for grammatical accuracy,
although they also made more extraneous corrections. Peer corrections were reported to
be the preferred method between the two. On the whole, teacher corrections were
perceived to be the most valid form of correction, followed by peer corrections and then
self corrections. Additionally, the qualitative responses identifying student affective
responses further reflect the variation of personalities within the same foreign language
classroom.
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INTRODUCTION
Writing itself is considered to function broadly as “a psycholinguistic output
condition wherein learners analyze and consolidate second language knowledge they
have previously (but not fully) acquired” (Cumming, 1990, p. 483). For the foreign
language (FL) setting where opportunities for interaction and input are severely
restricted, especially when compared a second language setting (Gass & Selinker, 2001),
writing is a useful pedagogical tool in continuing language development.
In the process approach to writing, however, not only is the production itself
significant but also what happens afterwards, namely corrections and revisions.
Corrections are sometimes included in the revisions phase of a process approach to
writing, a distinctly humanistic approach (Leki, 1991) which prompts students to reflect
upon their language use through the creation and examination of multiple revisions
(O’Malley & Chamot, 1994).
These prompts toward language reflection, known as feedback, can come in many
forms, both positive and negative (Gass & Selinker, 2001). Feedback can include but is
not limited to general written commentary, indication of error types with references on
where to find correct forms, or corrections, in which errors are outrightly fixed (Hall,
2007). The two forms of correction included in this study, self correction and peer
correction, occur independently of the teacher’s direct input. But just how accurate are
they?
This study explores these two forms of corrections in terms of students’ abilities
to correct for grammatical accuracy (particularly important to highly inflectional
languages such as German), effects upon error tendency awareness, and students’
corresponding emotional (affective) responses. An inquiry of this nature will shed light
on peer and self corrections as means of editing for grammatical accuracy, which may in
turn have implications for their respective roles within a FL writing environment.
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I. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1.1 Error Correction in FL Writing
While feedback refers to any type of prompt given to cause students to reflect
upon their writing before revision (Gass & Selinker, 2001), error correction is a specific
type of explicit feedback (Russell & Spada, 2006) wherein errors are supplied either with
the correct form (direct correction) or hints to the correct form (indirect correction). The
present study compares the effectiveness and students’ perceptions of two forms of direct
correction: self correction, those performed by the writer him/herself, and peer correction,
those conducted by peers. For the purposes of this study, corrections do not focus on any
other aspect of language other than grammatical form.
Principal to this study is the discussion of error correction’s function in second
language acquisition and, consequently, its practical application for the FL classroom. Of
the many arguments favoring error correction in FL pedagogy, one is posed by Semke
(1984) whose survey showed that students were interested in avoiding errors in their
written work. Working against this desire to avoid errors, she claims, seemingly also
works against the students’ very motivation.
Student desire, however, is not the only component in the designing of writingbased approaches; practices that facilitate improvement in writing accuracy over time are
also sought and promoted. Some (Frantzen, 1995; Lalande, 1982) have suggested that
students receiving error correction improve in accuracy over a semester’s time. Studies
also comparing the accuracy of texts produced by students who received error feedback
versus students who did not have found those receiving feedback produced more accurate
texts over those who received no feedback at all (e.g., Ashwell, 2000). Furthermore,
Kepner (1991) found that error correction allowed college-level Spanish students to have
15% fewer errors on a 6th assignment over those receiving what he refers to as messagerelated comments. This suggests error correction to be a viable option, at least in the
pursuit of grammatical accuracy.
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These findings have garnered support (Ferris, 2004), suggesting that, at least in
part, certain error correction strategies serve to facilitate linguistic accuracy over time.
Additionally, research in the area of grammatical accuracy strongly suggests the need for
correction both to continue linguistic development as well as to avoid fossilization
(Ferris, 2004). Fossilization occurs when language errors become a permanent feature
(Selinker, 1972), and it is believed that adult learners specifically need explicit instruction
and feedback on their errors to continue to make progress in accuracy of linguistic forms
(Ferris, 2004).
Research arguing the other side of error correction also deserves mention in this
discussion. Truscott (1996, 1999a, 2004) claims the opposite, i.e. that research has not
only failed to show grammar correction effective, but that it is in fact harmful to
second/foreign language development. For this assertion he refers largely to both foreign
and second languages studies linking corrections with the tendency for students to
shorten their writing (Kepner, 1991; Semke, 1980, 1984; Sheppard, 1992). Also,
according to Truscott (1996), due to a combination of design inconsistencies, timing, or
even skewed interpretations of findings, the studies to date have been incapable of linking
the act of error correction with the long-term improvement of accuracy.
In addition to the above criticisms, Truscott (2004) argues the time required to
perform error corrections detracts the student from more important aspects of their
learning, such as improving organization and logic. Likewise, it has been suggested that
corrections in which the timing fails to respect set developmental sequences of
naturalistic acquisition (those sequences having not yet been clearly defined) might cause
problems because teachers correct grammar points for which the students are not ready
(Truscott, 1996). Other research cites psychological evidence of error correction’s
potentially adverse effects on students’ motivations and attitudes, such as students’
tendency to shorten their writing or develop a generally negative attitude toward writing
as a result of being corrected (Semke, 1984).
However, despite some research asserting that correcting errors does not help
learners improve their writing or even eliminate the errors (Truscott, 1996), correction
has not actually been shown to retard language development either. In support, Ferris
3

(1999, 2004) argues the merits of written error correction. She reverses Truscott’s
argument, stating the research base alleging grammar correction as harmful was also
neither complete nor consistent with regards to study design. Ferris claims that Truscott
overstated those research findings that support his hypothesis while dismissing
conflicting studies (Ferris, 1999).
The debate over the Big Question (whether or not error correction is helpful or
harmful in second language acquisition) continues, but, going beyond the “whether-ornots,” the “hows” have also been a strong focus in the research. Researchers have tried to
identify the most effective form of correction, for instance whether teachers should
explicitly correct errors (direct corrections) or simply indicate them for the student to
discover the correct forms (indirect corrections) (see Bitchener, Young, & Cameron,
2005; Chandler, 2003; Ferris, 2001, 2002, 2004; Frantzen, 1995; Takahashi, 2005; Yates
2002). The fact that there is so much research in these areas reflects an underlying belief
that correction is helpful. All of these studies, however, were done in contexts including
a teacher; this study, on the other hand, focuses on the student’s ability, not the teacher’s,
to find and correct grammatical errors.

1.2 Forms of Correction
With the marked shift from a teacher-centered classroom to a student-centered
one, peer and self corrections are becoming an important subject of research. For what
they offer to complement one another’s knowledge, it has been suggested that students
may learn best as the center of classroom activities (Dewey, 1966). However, the body
of literature detailing the grammatical effectiveness of correction processes not involving
the teacher is, at best, scant. Therefore, due to (and also despite) their popularity among
learners and teachers (Leki, 1991; Lee, 1997; Zhang, 1995), teacher corrections have
been removed from the present study in order to glean more information about two
lesser-studied forms, peer and self corrections.
A landmark study was conducted by Zhang (1995), who found that peer feedback
resulted in levels of accuracy nearing that of teacher feedback. Likewise, Chaudron
(1984) found that peer feedback among a group of intermediate to advanced learners
4

allowed for just as much improvement in revisions of their compositions as teacher
feedback. However, self feedback, of which self corrections were a part, was found in
another study to be least effective in attaining grammatical accuracy (Zhang, 1995).
Another conclusion sought to be confirmed in the present study is whether or not self
corrections can be more grammatically accurate than peer corrections and, if so, to what
extent.
Peer and self corrections do indeed offer alternative avenues to the traditional
teacher-given method. Both are able to take place within the confines of the classroom
and both, being teacher independent, are tasks which contribute to learner autonomy
(Chaudron, 1984; Tsui & Ng, 2000). Peer correction, however, distinguishes itself in
allowing for interaction, whether it be oral interaction or non-oral, such as the interaction
achieved whenever reading the written feedback of peers. Consequently, if students are
able to correct others more accurately than they correct themselves, it would reinforce the
idea that learners have something to offer one another (Berg, 1999)
It has been suggested that peer interaction raises the writer’s awareness of their
strengths and weaknesses (Tsui & Ng, 2000), because when students ask one another for
clarification, the learners’ attention is better drawn to discrepancies between what he or
she “knows” and the actual reality of their language command (Gass, 2003). Therefore,
in peer correction, collaboration can occur where students fill holes in each other’s
knowledge, therefore bridging linguistic gaps. This collaboration is suggested to take
place within what has been termed the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), defined as
the space in one’s cognition where, with the aid from others, abilities mature, helping one
become an independent problem solver or self-regulator (Vygotsky, 1978). Other
interactionists, for instance Piaget (1959), affirm collaboration and peer interaction as a
framework-adjusting catalyst occurring when learners encounter cognitive conflict.
However, the knowledge offered by peers is not always automatically accepted as
truth. Nelson and Murphy (1993) report writers inconsistently using their peer’s
comments while revising, preferring to incorporate a peer’s suggestion after having
collaborated rather than having had no interaction. Nevertheless, despite a Vygotskian
trend in the literature, little research has been done in the areas of self correction and its
5

ability to improve a text from draft to draft. This study of learner self correction
investigates the first stages of revision, testing the learner’s ability to in fact correct his or
her writing without the involvement of a peer or teacher (Swain & Lapkin, 1995).
It is worth mentioning the presence of a more advanced interlocutor (in many cases,
the teacher) does not always necessarily lead to more improvement either. Makino
(1993) saw that even though learners who were given more error cues from the teacher
increased in morphological accuracy, those receiving no feedback at all were also able to
negotiate and correct their own writing to a similar level of improvement. To supplement
these findings, this study removes the teacher component altogether, concentrating
instead upon what students can do by him or herself or amongst one another.

1.3 Corrections and the Mind of the Learner
For lack of proper instruments to measure cognition and, therefore, lack of
concrete evidence, making conclusions about cognition remains difficult (Truscott,
1998). Nevertheless, SLA researchers also use information gathered from other fields
such as cognitive science in order to form and support hypotheses. In the discussion of
how corrections possibly work with the mind of the learner, especially with respect to
awareness as concerned in the present study, a clarification of the terminology must first
be made.
The term “awareness” is oftentimes vague, having worn many hats across the
existing body of SLA research – discovery (Stern, 1992), inference (Carroll, 1981),
conscious perception (Shaffer, 1989), consciousness raising (Rutherford, 1987; Sharwood
Smith, 1981), and input enhancement (Sharwood Smith, 1991). It is a gray area whose
inner workings have been to date only hypothesized by researchers. Writing, however,
has been repeatedly associated with awareness, as the very act of producing a written
form itself may allow a writer to bring aspects of speech, such as sentences, words, and
phonemes, into consciousness (Olson, 1994).
Scholarly debate has been waged as to exactly how one’s level of awareness ties
in with the ability to process information. Truscott (1998) claims a conscious rather than
a global awareness is required – a conscious awareness means the student is actively
6

engaged in whatever input is being offered, as opposed to simply being exposed to it,
which is global awareness. For example, if a student is distracted with off-task behavior
(e.g. reminiscing, daydreaming), he or she may not be as apt to absorb the input being
offered by the teacher.
One landmark study is that of Swain and Lapkin (1995) who explored the initial
act of writing and whether or not the output of the learner could lead to conscious
awareness of language problems and, even more importantly, if that awareness would
also lead to some sort of grammatical analysis. Using 18 adolescent students in a thinkaloud protocol, it was demonstrated that students did indeed become aware of gaps in
their linguistic knowledge while composing in a foreign language (French). Furthermore,
they engaged in analytical thought processes (sometimes faulty, sometimes not). Of
course, due to the same constraints one meets when studying awareness, whether those
analytical thought processes were directly linked to language acquisition could not be
determined, although others have attempted to link the noticing that occurs from both
written and spoken output as integral to the process (Ellis, 1995).
In this study, students examine their writing; to do so, they must be actively
engaged or otherwise no corrections could be made. Of particular importance is any
connection between the student’s ability to examine and then draw conclusions about
their errors. Almost more important is whether or not this higher-level processing ability
of drawing conclusions is in any way linked to which form of correction they did.
Just because one is aware of an aspect of language, however, does not necessarily
mean that aspect will be acquired – awareness is merely one of the steps required on the
path to acquisition. Differentiated from awareness, which is that with which the student’s
cognition comes into conscious contact, is noticing. Noticing encompasses not only
those aspects brought to conscious awareness, but specifically those aspects which go one
step further and become intake, that which is suggested to be used in actual acquisition
(Schmidt, 1990).
These assumptions in particular support (yet do not prove) peer collaboration as a
meaningful exercise toward language acquisition. It has been suggested that collaboration
can increase the quality of language-related noticing, of which awareness is a key step
7

(Swain & Lapkin, 2001). Also, since a learner will sometimes make faulty inferences
about language (Swain & Lapkin, 1995), the assistance of a peer with potentially
complementary knowledge might prove helpful in reducing those instances. Although
the assumption is that a group of peers are approximately equal in their abilities, there is
almost certainly some amount of variation, even within a presumably uniform population.
If not more advanced, perhaps the knowledge of one could be at least sometimes
complementary to the other (e.g. in areas of syntax, vocabulary, etc).
On the other hand, self correction offers an opportunity to examine evidence of
one’s current language abilities. The additional interaction time as one writes and
subsequently assesses and makes changes to one’s own output (Cumming, 1990) might
be conducive to an increased noticing of one’s individual tendencies, which could result
in more effective learning for the student. Second language students have reported they
had learned more from doing self corrections after the teacher had indicated the errors
(Chandler, 2003). Likewise, Ashwell (2000) recognizes the importance of examining
one’s own output, recommending the teaching of self correction techniques so students
can provide feedback for themselves.
Research has explored factors affecting the ability of a student to identify errors.
Polio (1997) remarked that the time students are given to reflect on their drafts correlates
with their ability to notice errors. On the other hand, a think-aloud protocol showed that
students who were more proficient were able to rely more upon applying grammatical
rules during initial production (Swain & Lapkin, 1995).
Proficiency is also thought to play a role in the student’s ability to judge aspects
of a language that “just don’t look right.” Instead of self or peer corrections, Qi and
Lapkin’s (2001) study incorporated native speaker reformulation, and although it was
done in a second language context, the findings as related to proficiency are likely
analogous to the foreign language context as well. In order to smooth over aspects of the
text that native speakers’ perceived as not “native-sounding,” speakers of the target
language reformulated texts written by two students, one of whom registered what was
reported as a high-basic proficiency and the other advanced.
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From the commentary that ensued as learners compared the original form with the
native speaker reformulation, it was found that sometimes a native speaker reformulation
was accepted with clear understanding as to why the reformulation was the more correct
form; other times the students recognized the native-speaker reformulation as more
correct without any understanding as to why (Qi and Lapkin, 2001). The fact that the
more proficient student in the study was capable of resolving more discrepancies may
suggest that although errors are sometimes noticed unconsciously through a feeling that
something ‘just doesn’t look right,’ the learner’s current linguistic knowledge can have
an effect upon this ability to compare interlanguage with target language (Qi and Lapkin,
2001). This finding could play a role in the respective abilities of peers and the self to
correct for grammatical accuracy. To this effect, this study will examine both peer and
self correction for the students’ abilities to indicate errors they suspect but to which they
may not necessarily know the correct form.
Along a similar line of research to see how the self negotiates errors, Todd (2001)
designed an experiment to see whether or not 23 postgraduate students in Thailand could
self-discover the nature of their errors; however, in this design students were given the
error location by their teacher as well as a list of pre-determined categories into which the
errors could fall. Learners were engaged in a two-stage induction process – attention was
focused first on specific language points (in this case, the lexicon), and students searched
for word usages to compile a list of concordances from which they induced rules and
patterns for the words in question. This examination was then used as they self-corrected
the errors marked by the teacher. A very strong positive correlation was found between
the ability to induce valid patterns from the concordances and the ability to self-correct,
giving promise for the self corrector as a key player in furthering his or her own learning.
Much goes on within the mind of the learner when correcting a text; regardless,
the fine details of both the noticing and awareness processes are still major points of
exploration for second language research. Both terms, awareness and noticing, are
attempts to define how conscious, focused activity affects the unconscious end that is
language acquisition. Whether that end means learning or acquisition, however, is not
the concern of this study, nor can one be directly linked to the other without more
9

sophisticated mechanisms. The first part of this study simply seeks correlations between
the form of correction and the ability to be aware of and draw conclusions about errors.
The second part, however, goes beyond processing and looks at the students’ actual
preferences and perceptions of the correction types, elements that may have an effect
upon performance.

1.4 Corrections and the Student
With regard to learner perceptions, the discussion includes studies on both second
and foreign language learners. Opportunities for input are different in the two contexts,
but learners universally experience similar emotions, bringing their individual thoughts
and beliefs to the classroom. Interestingly enough, although no clear link between error
correction and language acquisition has been demonstrated by the research, learners have
definitely demonstrated their belief in the importance of feedback and correction in
grammar (Leki, 1990; Lee, 1997; Zhang, 1995).
Among a population of ESL students from 37 countries, Leki (1990) found that
91% consider error-free writing very important. From this same population, though, a
significantly less, seemingly contradictory number (53%) reported always carefully
examining the teacher’s marks on their grammar. This population was actually more
concerned with teacher comments on their organization (with 74% always carefully
regarding this type of comment) and the ideas being expressed (with 65% always
carefully regarding comments of this nature).
The above is of interest, as Caulk (1994) noted that although students provided
one another with just as much feedback as their instructor, the former focused more on
grammar while the latter was more on an overall writing commentary. Although these
findings were also affirmed by Berger (1990), another analysis of 11 students’ writing by
Paulus (1999) found that both teachers and peers made more meaning-level (affecting the
text’s meaning) than surface-level changes.
Notwithstanding, teacher corrections have long been the correction method of
preference for foreign and second language students (Leki, 1991; Lee, 1997; Zhang,
1995). Zhang (1995) surveyed 81 college students and found a strong preference for
10

teacher feedback among a homogenous population (e.g., gender, ethnicity, ESL
proficiency, and length of stay in a foreign country). When given a choice (a question
also replicated in the current research), 61% preferred peer feedback and 35% preferred
self (those remaining had no preference).
For all the benefits, though, teacher corrections do not come without their own
set of drawbacks. Cohen & Cavalcanti (1990) have identified among those drawbacks
that teacher corrections tend to be unclear, inaccurate, or lacking balance among form,
content, and style. Not all students accept commentary the same way, and a lack of
sensitivity to different personalities, abilities, cultures, and contexts could hinder or even
outweigh other potential benefits of error correction (Conrad & Goldstein, 1999; Ferris,
Pezone, Tade, & Tinti, 1997; Hyland, 1998).
Teacher corrections are also thought to take away from the writer’s voice,
skewing the author’s original intentions (Chaudron, 1984). In addition, teacher
corrections can encourage rote processing on the part of the student; after all, simply
rewriting or exchanging the supposedly incorrect form with a teacher corrected form can
be done with a minimum of attention and effort. Yang (2006) observed that sometimes
students did no further examination to correct errors in their writing, assuming the teacher
had found and marked every single error for them.

1.4.1 Student Perceptions
It is true that sources outside of the teacher can play a vital role in providing
quality feedback in general, but whether the learners themselves have faith in other
sources is another question. While the way language is learned may be different in
second and foreign language contexts, the students themselves are inherently no different
and therefore no distinction will be made between the two populations in the following
discussion of student perceptions.
Leki’s (1991) ESL population showed little faith in the ability of peers to provide
feedback, identifying them as least helpful (58%) to correct errors, regarding rather the
teacher as the best source (63%) followed by grammar books (20%). This hesitancy to
accept the feedback of peers could demonstrate how cultural backgrounds and a student’s
11

own culturally ingrained expectations affect how highly valued certain correction
methods are (Leki, 1991). Cheong (1994) identified students adopting the corrections of
their teacher more than the ones done by their peers, suggesting the latter form to be less
revered. A student’s preference does not stem simply from their perception of validity.
For instance, attitudinal differences, reported as ranging from embarrassment to a
negative outlook on the class and even anger in some cases, may also incline some
students to a particular form (Liu & Sadler, 2003; Nelson & Murphy, 1992; Truscott
2004). Similarly, Nelson and Carson (1998) observed that ESL students tend to mistrust
their peers as critics in oral contexts, often fearing being embarrassed in front of peers by
their low English skills. This study utilizes a questionnaire, which will explore whether or
not those same emotions are encountered in peer and self correction written contexts.
Previous research in error correction contains a number of holes which are
addressed in the current study. No study has solely addressed self and peer correction,
especially amongst a group of US-based German learners with low proficiency.
Furthermore, this study examines more closely what FL students can do either by
themselves or among one another independent of the teacher, an important question given
the already restricted input in a FL environment. While previous studies have examined
awareness utilizing think-alouds in the production phase (Swain & Lapkin, 1995), this
study addresses the correction phase, seeking correlations between correction types with
respect to error awareness through the higher level processing skill of drawing
conclusions.
Although research has investigated student affective responses in an oral context
(Truscott, 1999b), this study seeks to provide further information to affective responses in
a written context, examining techniques which are easily implemented in any second
language classroom (peer and self corrections) as opposed other methods which are not
so readily available, for example native speaker reformulations (Todd, 2001). Therefore,
given the intentions of this study, the research questions were formulated as follows:
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Research Questions
Question One: Does correction type (peer or self) affect the ability to correct for
grammatical accuracy in FL student corrections?

Question Two: Does correction type affect students’ error awareness and ability to
draw conclusions about their errors?

Question Three: How valid do students consider the corrections of their peers as
opposed to those done themselves? How does this compare to their perceptions of
their teacher’s ability?

Question Four: Given a choice between peer- or self-corrections, what is the
preference of students, and what benefits, if any, do they perceive with each
form?

Question Five: What affective responses do students have with regards to peer,
self, and teacher corrections?

The extent to which learners are able to draw conclusions about their errors will
be juxtaposed with and perhaps lend support to the existing body of research on error
correction and learner awareness. Assigning a number (1-10) specifying how valid
students consider different forms of correction will give a more concrete measurement of
student’s perceptions, as previous research has simply ordered correction type
preferences (Lee, 1997; Leki, 1991; Zhang, 1995). Likewise, depending upon which
form of correction is more effective, parallels can be drawn between student’s
perceptions and the reality of most effective practices in achieving grammatically
accurate corrections.
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II. METHODS
2.1 Subjects
Ninety-six college-level students from six lower-division German classes
participated in the study during the spring semester of 2008. The participants were
enrolled in fourth semester German at a large public university in the Southeastern US,
having earned a passing grade (at least a D-average) in two or three previous semesters of
study in order to continue to the 202 level (the language sequence is 101-102 for first
year students, then 201-202 for second-year students). Among this German-learning
population, the questionnaire identified 36 females and 60 males (N=96), and while their
levels of experience with peer and self corrections differed, 99% identified themselves as
having already had some type of general or foreign language related experience with peer
corrections and 97% with self corrections. From their prior classes in this German FL
program, students were accustomed to a process writing approach, which included
preparatory work (outlines, genre analyses, idea generation), first draft production,
indirect teacher corrections, then revisions. The independent variable was the type of
correction in which the students participated: three sections participated in self
corrections (n=46) and three sections in peer corrections (n=50). Class sections were kept
intact since the study was conducted during regular class time. Of the four instructors
involved, one administered the study in her three sections (two of which self corrected,
one of which peer corrected), and the other three had one section each of either peer or
self correctors. The researcher had no involvement with any of the class sections
participating in the study.

2.2 Procedure
Before the study, the researcher visited each of the six classes in order to explain
the nature of the study. At this time their level of participation was outlined to be the
writing of an essay, the direct correcting of either their own essay or that of a peer, and
then the answering of some questions about their experience with corrections as a whole.
Students were assured that a decision not to participate in the study would have no effect
on their grade but that they would still have to write and correct an essay, as the entire
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study would take place in the classroom during scheduled class time. In order to
encourage students to do their best work, they were told they would receive a grade on
the final draft of the essay. Finally, after answering any questions, consent forms were
signed and collected.
In order to produce an adequate written sample for the correction treatment, a
narrative format was selected for this study, as the narrative prompt has been found more
promising than picture or expository prompts in terms of its validity and reliability in
measuring general writing ability (Campbell, 2006). In addition, the narrative essay has
shown to produce more grammatically accurate texts over more restrictive forms of
exercises (Frantzen & Rissel, 1987). Since these German sections had been discussing
the theme of music, the prompt for the narrative tied in with this already familiar subject:

Beschreiben Sie das letzte Livekonzert, das Sie besucht haben. Wer hat gespielt
und wo? Wie teuer waren die Karten? War es das wert? Was passiert am Tag? Hat es
Spaß gemacht? Besuchen Sie lieber Livekonzerte oder hören Sie lieber Musik zu Hause?
Benutzen Sie Details, um Ihre Meinung zu unterstüzten. / Describe the last live concert
you attended. Who played and where? How expensive were the tickets? Was it worth it?
What happened this day? Did you have fun? Would you rather attend a live concert or
listen to music at home? Use details to support your opinion.

Plenty of preparation time (15 minutes) was given so that students would not have
to spend too much time generating ideas while writing. As a result, background
knowledge was activated prior to the free-writing session, a strategy serving to
compensate for holes in vocabulary knowledge (Robinson, 2001). Likewise, this form of
pre-task planning also leads to more complex output, accurate, and fluent than would be
the case with an unplanned task (Batstone, 2002). In preparation for the writing, teachers
asked students questions related to the prompt, writing phrases and important vocabulary
on the board (see Appendix A.1-3 for related materials).
Black pens were provided to prevent erasing of output, therefore guarding against
any covert monitoring during production, especially within the self correcting population
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as too much revision during production may skew results (Krashen, 1982). In order to
preserve the initial production as much as possible for the corrections treatment, students
were told not to correct anything as they would be later given an opportunity to do so.
Thirty-five minutes were allotted for the writing session with a two-page maximum
implemented to establish a level of uniformity to each data set.
So students could perhaps approach their corrections more objectively (Coleman,
2003), roughly 48 hours transpired before the next class meeting in which students
corrected their drafts. Both groups were provided a guided checklist of the more salient
case, tense, and word order features to which the students had been exposed in their
previous German classes. The decision to provide the checklist was made in light of
general agreement that students still require some guidance, as “many students have little
interest in and pay limited attention to editing their work” (Ferris, 1995, p.18). This
provision was not thought to skew results as Polio, Fleck, and Leder (1998) found in their
study that students receiving additional editing instruction and feedback did not revise
with any more grammatical accuracy. Furthermore, a similar study by Frantzen and
Rissel (1987) also advocated giving students at least some form of direction to guide their
corrections.
With blue pens, in order for the direct corrections to be better distinguished from
the initial production, three sections of German 202 self corrected (the Self Correction
Group, n=46) and three sections underwent peer corrections (the Peer Corrections Group,
n=50). Students were instructed to approach and mark their corrections in one of two
ways, a method replicated from a similar study by Zhang (1989). If students saw a
mistake to which they believed they knew the correct form, they would underline the
word or phrase in question and write the (presumably) correct form above it. If they
noticed something that appeared wrong but they were unsure of the correct form, they
were only to underline the form in question and write a question mark above the
underlined portion (see Figures 1 and 2 for sample data).
Twenty minutes were allotted for this process. For the self correction group,
students examined their own paper for the entire 20 minutes. To create a peer correction
environment, however, papers changed hands once every seven minutes in order to have
16

Figure 1: Sample Analysis One

Figure 2: Sample Analysis Two
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more than a few minds considering the grammatical errors and providing input on any
given student’s production.

2.3. Questionnaire
The remaining 30 minutes of the correction treatment entailed the PostCorrections Survey (see Appendix A.5). Students in the peer correction group were
returned their own papers and both peer and self correctors were prompted to examine the
errors (before production students had been informed they would later be revising the
draft as homework to turn in for a grade). The overall goal of the questionnaire was twofold: to ascertain information regarding error awareness as well as student perceptions of
self and peer corrections.
The first part of the questionnaire, composed of three questions, targeted error
awareness. It asked students to confirm whether they knew corresponding rules at the
time corrected errors were made (#1 Did you notice errors in your draft you thought you
knew not to make?). The second question asked whether or not they could draw
conclusions regarding patterns or the general nature of their errors – the intention here
was to leave the nature of those conclusions open-ended so as to observe in which
direction students would choose to synthesize the information (#2 Can you find any
patterns to or draw any conclusions about your errors?). Reinforcing the first question,
question 3 asked students to assign a number from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being not aware at
all and 10 being fully aware) to their level of error awareness both before and after the
corrections were made (#3, On a scale of 1-10, how aware were you of these particular
error tendencies before corrections? after corrections?). Differences in these numbers
would be compared with respect to correction type, perhaps indicating one correction
type has a stronger link to general error tendency awareness.
The second part of the survey attempted to either affirm or challenge findings in
previous literature concerning student perceptions. As a follow-up to Semke (1984), the
first true/false item asked whether students had ever simplified their writing in order to
avoid being corrected (#1 Have you ever simplified your writing in order to avoid being
corrected?). Space was provided for participants to outline benefits they perceived from
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both peer and self corrections (#3 Do you see benefits to self correction that might not
occur from peer correction/#4 Do you see benefits to peer correction that might not
occur from self correction?).
Students were also asked about their preference given a choice between peer and
self correction (#5 Given a choice between peer correction or self correction, which do
you prefer?), a question from which the option of teacher corrections was purposely
excluded, as research has already demonstrated its being the overwhelming preference of
students to date (Lee, 1997; Leki, 1991; Zhang, 1995). To supplement this existing
preference order across the literature, students were then asked to assign a number as to
how they perceived the validity of all three correction types (#6 On a scale of 1-10, 1
being not valid at all, 5 valid, and 10 totally valid, how valid do you consider corrections
on your second language writing coming from the following sources: peer, self, teacher).
Question 7 was intended to follow up on the findings of Truscott (1999b) wherein
students reported experiencing a variety of oftentimes strong emotions as a result of oral
corrections from the teacher: “embarrassment, anger, inhibition, feelings of inferiority,
and a generally negative attitude toward the class” (Truscott, 1999, p. 441). Students
indicated if they experienced each emotion with regard to each correction type. In the
following, this study sought to investigate among a US-based population whether some
of these same emotions also find themselves present in the context of written teacher,
self, and peer corrections (see Appendix A.5 for the complete survey).
The final three questions captured demographic information about the population
involved, including gender as well as previous experience with each respective form of
correction.

2.4 Analysis
Prior to analysis, each data set – consisting of a survey and corrected essay – was
labeled according to correction type (SE for self, PE for peer), class, and individual.
allowing for ease of cataloguing and future retrieval.
The guided checklist, composed of three main categories of case, tense, and word
order, was used as a base guide from which the items to be corrected were inductively
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determined. However, as the goal of the study was not to test for the grammatical
accuracy that can be obtained from a guided checklist but rather that which is attainable
from previous instruction with the textbook Kontakte (Terrell, Tschirner, & Nikolai,
2004), items were not limited to the structures listed on the checklist alone. Furthermore,
this study measured only those mistakes, which could be corrected with reference to a
rule providing clear explanations and examples. Therefore, what could be considered
more subjective entities such as style, content, or organization were not included in this
study, including conjunction run-ons (e.g. “Ein Trommer und eine Gitarre und ein
Saenger,” “a drummer and a guitar and a singer“) and quotation mark placement.
As illustrated in Table 1 below, corrections were coded for the following broad
categories: case, word order and tense. Since German is an inflected language, case
encompassed correctly inflected articles, prepositions, pronouns, and adjectives
(possessive, comparative, and superlative). However, only those cases covered in
previous instruction (nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, and modal subjunctive)
were included in the analysis. Also tallied were correct usages of interrogative pronouns
wer, wen, and wem.
It was also necessary to include combined forms, as German includes a variety of
preposition + article combinations (e.g. zu + dem = zum, to + the = zum). In addition to
ordinal numbers and dates, the prepositions covered in class were the time prepositions
um, im, am, places prepositions aus, bei, nach, von, zu, direction prepositions an, vorbei,
bis zu, entlang, in/auf, nach, zu, gegenüber, von, über, and location prepositions in, an,
mit, and auf.
For tense, conjugations of learned regular and irregular verbs in the present,
future, present perfect (including the correct participle, negation, and imperative forms),
and simple past tense were analyzed. This included modal verbs können, mögen, sollen,
wollen, müssen, and dürfen. Students had been exposed to separable prefix verbs, and
their correct usages were included in the analysis as well.
The word order in both independent and relative clauses (including als, wann,
wenn) was also included, as well as the correct use and placement of reflexive pronouns
and sequence or transitional words.
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Table 1: Error Analysis

•

Error Category
Case
o Articles
o Pronouns
o Prepositions

o Adjectives
•

•

Word Order
o Independent and
relative clauses
o Reflexive
pronouns
o Transitional
words
Tense
o
o
o
o

Present
Future
Present Perfect
Simple Past

Description
- Nominative, Accusative, Genitive (except nouns),
Dative, Imperative, Subjunctive (modals only)
- also article/preposition combinations (zu (to) +
dem (the) = zum)
- also interrogative pronouns
- time prepositions um, im, am, place aus, bei,
nach, von, zu, direction an vorbei, bis zu, entlang,
in/auf, nach, zu gegenueber, von, ueber, location
in, an, mit, auf
- Possessive, comparative, superlative adjectives

- als, wann, wenn
- sich, mich, dich

-

Learned regular and irregular verbs
Separable prefix verbs and modal verbs
können, mögen, sollen, wollen, müssen, and
dürfen

Spelling, an aspect excluded from previous error analyses of grammatical nature
(Polio, 1997; Polio, Fleck, & Leder, 1998) and never a direct focus of communicative
instruction was also excluded from the total number of errors in the current study. This
included plural forms and therefore also genitive noun forms, as it was impossible to
determine whether the writer’s genuine intention was to pluralize or inflect a noun in the
genitive. Likewise not incorporated were instances in which students suggested
alternative forms to already correct ones.
Additionally, those items which impeded the comprehension of the text, such as
incorrect word substitutions (e.g., writing English words in absence of the appropriate
German such as haben nichts zu worry/have nothing to worry about), or wrong words in
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German like Zeit (time) instead of Mal (instance) or personal pronoun euere (our) instead
of ihre (her, their), and extraneous words (e. g., für drei Monate/drei Monate, for three
months) were also included.
In order to avoid situations where single words would represent multiple errors,
the sub-errors of a larger phrase error were not counted among the totals. A larger phrase
error is defined as a phrase in which any of the following combination occurs: stem and
auxiliary verb errors, word order errors, word omission/wrong word errors that cannot be
fixed by the simple addition of a word. For example, if a sentence has five incorrectly
ordered words in addition wrong articles, word choice, and/or conjugation (“Er nicht hast
die Concert gern.”), those five words were counted as one word order error total and the
sub-errors involved were counted as separate errors.
Data from the correction treatment were analyzed with an inductive approach
solely by the researcher, foregoing the need to establish inter-rater reliability. Each error
instance counted as a separate error and, after being underlined in black, was labeled
using the following categories:
•

Blue: Form wrong Æ correction right (Correct Corrections)

•

Purple: Form wrong Æ indication right (Correct Indications)

•

Yellow: Form wrong Æ correction wrong (Incorrect Corrections)

•

Orange: Form correct Æ correction/indication wrong (Extraneous
Corrections)

With regards to the survey analysis, if students were requested to choose a
number between 1 and 10 and they instead provided a range on that scale (for example,
“7-8”), the higher number in the given range was recorded. Multiple instances of the
same error were counted as multiple errors, and two data sets not predominantly written
in the present perfect tense were excluded.
This quantitative data was analyzed using a multiple analysis of variance to test
for differences between the two correction types. The multiple analysis of variance was
considered the more appropriate test over an independent t-test since multiple
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independent variables were compared as well as the possible effects of covariates were
tested for. Covariates of experience with both correction types as well as gender were
tested, as research has shown male and female language development to be biologically
different, at least at earlier stages in life (Burman, Bitan, & Booth, 2007).
For the survey analysis, the data was recorded differently where students failed to
respond to certain questions as opposed to those who responded with a “none.” A blank
response was not counted amongst the percentage of overall respondents, whereas a
“none” or “N/A” response was counted as that student having perceived no benefits
whatsoever for that particular correction type.
The benefits reported by students in the open-ended questions were compiled in a
list, then the same or very similar responses were tallied together. These groups of
responses were inductively categorized and reported (see Appendix B for group-by-group
breakdown). The answers to the closed-end questions, on the other hand, were explored
first using frequency tables with percentages.
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III. FINDINGS
After statistical analysis, the findings with respect to the research questions were as
follows (see Appendix B for self and peer corrector breakdowns):

Question One: Does correction type (peer or self) affect the ability to correct for
grammatical accuracy in FL student corrections?
In this study, the 50 peer correctors were significantly better able to correct for
grammatical accuracy, F(1, 190) = 29.3, p = .000. Both groups were comparable in their
ability to identify items that “just didn’t look right,” with peer correctors correctly
indicating on average 6% of total errors present (sd=.068, df=1) and self correctors 9%
(sd=.984, df=1). When those correct indications were combined with the correct
corrections, the difference in overall ability remained significant in favor of peer
corrections, F(1,190)=12.9, p=.001.
However, even though peers corrected more errors, they also gave just as much
incorrect information. Both peer and self correctors incorrectly corrected 9% of the total
errors present (sd=.065 and .068 respectively). This interaction was of no statistical
significance, (F=(1,190) = .002, p=.966), and the findings are reflected in Table 1:

Table 1. Grammatical Accuracy per Correction Type

Correctly
Corrected
Correctly
Indicated
Total
(Indicated
and
Corrected)
Incorrectly
Corrected
Extraneous
Corrections

Peer Correctors
M
.214

Self Correctors
M
.094

F

p-value

29.3

.000*

.062

.085

1.9

.172

.275

.179

12.9

.001*

.086

.086

.002

.966

2.3

1.6

1.9

.172
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Peer correctors, with an average of 2.3 per student (sd=2.4), made almost one more
extraneous correction per draft than self correctors, M=1.6, sd=2.3. In this respect no
significance was found, F(1,190)= 1.9, p=.172. The analysis was also run to test for
possible effects of demographic covariates; gender (F(1,190)= .068, p=.795) was found to
be insignificant with respect to the students’ overall ability to correct, suggesting no
differences between genders with respect to direct correction ability. Likewise, levels of
prior experience with self correction (F(1,190)=.999, p=.32) and with peer correction
(F(1,190) = .168, p=.683) were also found to be insignificant covariates.

Question Two: Does correction type affect students’ error awareness and ability to draw
conclusions about their errors?
The self correction group (M=2.34, sd= 2.39) was only slightly more able to
notice errors they thought they knew not to make than the peer correction group, M=1.86,
2

sd=1.57. Analysis showed this slightly higher ability to be insignificant, c (1, N=96)=
.215, p=.643. Therefore, the ability to generally notice errors is not linked to type of
correction. Percentages are reflected in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Could students notice errors they thought they knew not to make?
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Figure 4. Could students draw conclusions from their errors?

There was also a slight difference among the two groups’ ability to draw conclusions
about their individual error patterns, with 87% of self correctors drawing conclusions as
opposed to 80% of peer correctors. This ability, however, was also of no statistical
2

significance, c (1, N=96)= .835, p =.361. Therefore, the ability to draw conclusions was
not found to be linked to correction type. Figure 4 above reports the corresponding
percentages.
Additionally, word order was the top error tendency reported by students (30%),
followed by errors in gender (27%) and then a lack of vocabulary (24%, categorized as
either using the wrong words or outrightly not knowing the correct word). Verb
conjugation (23%), tense (20%), and case (12%) were closely following.
In terms of awareness, initially hypothesized to be greater among the selfcorrecting population, no significant difference was found from the analysis of multiple
variance, F(1,190)=1.424, p=.236. This indicates that one type of correction is no more
effective than another in raising students’ awareness. The means (on a scale of 1 – 10)
and ranges between the two groups from the descriptive analysis are listed in Table 2.
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PeerCorrectors
SelfCorrectors

Awareness
Before
M
(range, sd)
6.2
(2-10, 1.8)
5.5
(1-10, 2.8)

Awareness
After
M
(range)
8.0
(5-10, 1.2)
7.8
(3-10, 2.1)

Difference in
Before and
After Means
1.8
2.3

Table 2. Levels of Awareness per Correction Type, Before and After Corrections

Question Three: How valid do students consider the corrections of their peers as opposed
to those done themselves? How does this compare to their perceptions of their teacher’s
ability?
The results of this study indicate that, on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being not valid at all
and 10 being totally valid), students find their teachers’ corrections the most valid source
with an average validity rating of 9.9 (sd=.67). A lower validity rating was given to
corrections coming from peers, M=5.9, sd=1.62. Self corrections were considered by
students to be the least valid form, M=4.6, sd=2.0. The mean validity ratings ascribed to
each correction type are displayed in Figure 5 below:

Figure 5. Perceptions of Validity per Correction Type
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Question Four: Given a choice between peer or self corrections, what is the preference of
students, and what benefits, if any, do they perceive with each form?
Students displayed an overwhelming preference for peer corrections with 78% opting
for their peer to correct their writing instead of the making corrections him or herself.
Similarly, students also believed they learned more from peer corrections (82%).
The benefits perceived for each correction type were tallied and inductively broken
down categorically. Students saw value in peer and self corrections, although the belief
that peers can catch much of what the self may overlook (69%) was key in many
responses. It was also generally acknowledged that the writer’s true intentions are better
known by the writer him or herself (27%). Those categories with a frequency greater
than one are reported in Tables 3 and 4 below (see Appendix B.1 for detailed
breakdowns):

Descriptive Categories

Frequency
(N=93)

Peer correctors…
have an ability to see what the self-corrector cannot.

69%

give a second opinion, which is valuable.

34%

have different knowledge than the self-corrector.

19%

may have more knowledge than the self-corrector.

14%

can give helpful advice.

4%

are more honest.

3%

can test how well you get your point across.

2%

can look at another’s mistake and know not to make it themselves 1%

Table 3. Benefits of Peer Correction as Perceived by Students
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Table 4. Benefits of Self Correction as Perceived by Students

Descriptive Categories

Frequency
(N=85)

Self correctors…
have knowledge of writer’s true communicative intentions

27%

receive the value of finding and seeing one’s own errors

27%

have affective (emotionally related) reasons

14%

can approach the corrections with a better understanding of own strengths
and weaknesses
12%
have no benefits

8%

find previous mistakes when rereading

7%

are allowed a license to change actual content

2%

Question Five: What affective factors do students associate with peer, self, and teacher
corrections?
Of the 94 students responding to the question as to whether or not they simplified
their writing to avoid correction, 85% said they did while 15% said they did not,
affirming the findings of Semke (1984).
In the report of affective factors associated with each correction type (embarrassment,
some form of anger, inhibition, feelings of inferiority, and a negative attitude toward
writing), no single affective response was strongly shared by the present population.
Most of the emotions reported were associated with peer corrections, followed by teacher
corrections and the weakest with self corrections. While students reported their reactions
to the statement on a 5 point Likert scale ranging from strong disagreement (1) to strong
agreement (5), no mean approached even a neutral response (3) to any of the correction
types. Anger was the least reported emotion (M = 2.1 peer, M = 2.3 self, M = 2.2
teacher) while inferiority (M = 3.0 peer , M = 2.5 self, M = 3.0 teacher) and inhibition
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(M= 2.9 peer, M = 2.6 self, M = 2.7 teacher) ranked among the most frequently reported.
Students felt embarrassment the most in a peer correction context. The bar chart in Figure
6 synthesizes the mean responses by emotion and correction type:

5
4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Figure 6. Affective responses Per Correction Type
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IV. DISCUSSION
The goals of this study were to determine whether or not the learner him or
herself could correct to a similar level of grammatical accuracy as that of the peer.
Relationships were also sought between correction type and students’ error awareness.
Subsequently, in order to glean a picture of the student’s perspective as a whole, overall
perceptions and affective responses with each correction type were examined.

4.1 Correction Type and Grammatical Accuracy
The results of this study indicated peers, who corrected on average with 28%
grammatical accuracy (sd=.14) as opposed to the self corrector’s average 18% (sd=.12)
accuracy rate, were significantly more capable of producing grammatically accurate
corrections over the learner him or herself. These findings affirm those of Zhang (1995)
where self correction was found to be the least effective in attaining grammatical
accuracy. These findings can be explained in multiple ways.
Interaction has been considered a driving force behind cultural transmission (of
which language is a component), and the potential opportunities for interaction offered by
peer correction in this study are hypothesized to be more valuable in producing
grammatically accurate texts over that of simply correcting the text oneself. Whether that
interaction entailed speaking with one another (which was not controlled by the study
design) or simply writing their corrections on the paper to be reviewed by its author, it
appears that some degree of interaction could have occurred which was lacking amongst
the self correction groups.
Participants of the study were indeed cognizant of the potential value of their
peers, remarking that peers had either “different” or “more” knowledge than themselves.
Many times errors were glossed over, however less so among the peer correctors than the
self correctors, which indicates that proficiency may have also played an overall role in
the students’ ability to correct for grammatical accuracy. Had the self-correcting
population been more proficient, perhaps they would have been better able to apply
grammatical rules as suggested by Swain and Lapkin (1995). Likewise, whereas self
correctors may have been unable to perform at the level of peer correctors because they
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lacked the knowledge base as individuals, those who were correcting each other may
have been able to compensate for gaps in linguistic knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978).
Corrections are one thing, but what about those aspects of the writing that “just
don’t look right?” As Zhang (1989, p. 5) noted, “peer readers have quite an accurate
sense of how sure they ought to feel about suggestions concerning grammar.” In Zhang’s
study, the students’ judgment was valid in over half of their unsure markings. In this
study, however, those judgments of peers were less accurate than those by individuals
examining their own papers, with peers correctly indicating only 7% of errors whereas
the self correctly indicated 9%. This difference could perhaps be explained in that
Zhang’s population was a small group of 18 third-year FL English majors at a university,
whereas this study’s population was fourth-semester undergraduate FL students, who
from the researcher’s experience may not necessarily be considering German as their
major field of study. In this respect, proficiency and motivation could have also been
deciding factors.
Peers made on average one more extraneous correction than their self-correcting
counterparts. If students are propagating false knowledge in indicating certain aspects as
incorrect when they were in fact not, they may be participating in the potential retardation
of one another’s language development. As one student considered, “What if some of
your peers are idiots and mark things wrong that are really right? That would be
confusing.” So, while peer corrections are reported to raise a writer’s awareness of
strengths and weaknesses (Tsui & Ng, 2000), there may be other ways that would be just
as effective without being so potentially detrimental.
Perhaps then, as Truscott (2004) suggests, time spent on understanding and
applying grammar correction could be spent more productively on other activities. After
all, when half an hour of focused correction (in the institutional setting of this study, that
amounts to over one half of the time allotted during one of only three weekly class
sessions) produces at most an 18% return on grammatical accuracy, it does give one
cause to wonder if that time could have been more efficiently spent. Especially in the
case of US higher education, where most introductory FL courses provide only 2.5 –4.2
weekly contact hours), the findings of this research indicate that corrections are perhaps
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best relegated to homework. And while Semke (1984, p. 201) concluded “the time which
teachers use in correcting students’ original compositions is not well spent,” it appears
the same can be said for the time spent in-class doing peer and self corrections in the
pursuit of grammatical accuracy. At most an 18% accuracy rate was achieved, which
reiterates that while corrections may be helpful, they are better off done outside of class
time.

4.2 Correction and the Mind of the Learner
Based upon the mean differences in reported levels of awareness of error
tendencies before and after corrections, self-correcting students were found only slightly
(yet not significantly) more aware of error tendencies after doing corrections than their
peer-correcting counterparts. This finding suggests that self correction is no more useful
a tool in making students aware of their errors than peer correction.
It is true that many students said they were able to draw conclusions about the
nature of their errors. All the same, much of the vocabulary used by students as they
reported patterns was also present on the guided checklist received at the beginning of the
correction treatment. Therefore, the question is raised as to how original the conclusions
of the students were; at any rate, this occurrence could speak to the influence of the
teacher to urge the student in any given direction.
The findings also raise a question concerning the FL learners’ awareness with
respect to the details of their own writing. With relation to the learners’ ability to identify
their own errors, an interesting argument was put forth by one self-corrector: “Chances
are, if I make mistakes writing a paper, I will not know they are false. I assume it's
correct when I write it, and will assume the same when I grade it.” The statement is at
first seemingly obvious; however, it does not account for the fact that self-correctors were
still able to correct some of their own errors, often referring to them in their comments as
“careless mistakes” or “mistakes that could have been avoided.”
The distinction made in SLA between errors, that which is systematic and correctable,
and mistakes, generally one time events or “slips of tongue,” is coincidentally also one
commented upon by many study participants (Gass & Selinker, 2001). Many linked
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frustration with their error occurrences, as if they could have controlled them. This, then,
brings up the question: How can the boundary be defined between those mistakes, which
can be self-corrected and those which cannot? Perhaps, as one student remarked, selfcorrectors have more a tendency to think about “what they meant instead of what they
wrote,” whereas the examination of a paper not belonging to oneself is a fresher reading,
thereby reducing the chance that errors would be skipped. Whereas the mind of the
author may tend to gloss over incomprehensibilities by referencing his or her own
inherently understood meaning, the peer might hit a wall in the same spot because he/she
lacks the same reference. This scenario would also in part explain the peer’s ability to
identify a greater number of errors.
Moreover, if rules are really internalized, why would mistakes be made in the first
place? On one hand, perhaps “careless mistakes” are from a lowered monitor (Krashen,
1992) due to the heavy cognitive load required when writing in a second or foreign
language, or perhaps, as suggested by one student, “a peer sees things your brain
automatically corrects.” Whatever the cause, the simple fact that students made errors
and then were subsequently able to correct them indicates that errors do occur even when
rules are known. This ability to know a rule but still make the mistake may indicate that
the mind of the language learner is not simply a computer where 1 +1 = 2. Instead, more
factors appear to be at play in the production of language. During FL writing, the mind
sometimes supplements and makes 1 + 1 = 3, resulting in a “careless mistake,” a
phenomenon certainly deserving of further attention.

4.3 Corrections Perceptions and Affective responses
The search to identify students’ preference between self and peer corrections
found a clear preference for peer corrections. These preferences were also reflected in
students’ estimation of validity; moreover, as found in previous studies (Leki, 1991; Lee,
1997; Zhang, 1995), the preference for teacher corrections was strongest. In fact,
although many recognized some value in having peers correct at their paper, almost all
students ascribed the highest validity level to the corrections of their teacher. Although
the push toward a student-centered classroom attempts to change this continued
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preference, its source could be rooted in old teacher-centered pedagogical traditions
wherein the teacher is the center of knowledge and students take on more passive roles as
learners.
Students’ affective responses to each correction type were varied, even though the
overall means registered no strong feelings for one emotion in particular. The affective
responses were most strongly reported in relation to peer corrections, with the exception
of anger as discussed below. Nevertheless, it can be concluded from these varied
responses that the language classroom is not a homogenous population – students come
with individual desires, fears, and expectations.
The accompanying commentary also reflected this variation within student
populations. Corrections were perceived differently by from student to student and
likewise produced many different beliefs and expectations. For instance, some students
expected corrections to be done as part of the teacher’s duty, perhaps due to the teacherreinforced belief of error corrections’ usefulness (Truscott, 2004). As one self-corrector
noted, “It’s a teacher’s job to grade,” whereas other students embraced the opportunity
for self and peer corrections as a useful tool in furthering their knowledge: “It’s all about
learning and bettering myself.”
One clear advantage students identified with self correction relates to one’s
creative license to correct, a license reluctantly, if at all, granted to their peers: “You can
completely change a sentence when you are correcting it yourself; you can add things in;
you can change what you were trying to say,” remarked one peer corrector. These
hesitations suggested that even though students believe their peers can give helpful
advice, they are not likely to take kindly a peer telling them that they meant to say
something other than what they actually meant.
Furthermore, a number of students showed reservation with respect to the ability
of their peers to correct their work, concluding they “may not be more knowledgeable”
than the writer him or herself. Additionally, some indicated that perhaps peers would not
put in as much effort as the actual writer of the writing, one student remarking the author
of the writing is “more determined to make things correct.”
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The variability in student perceptions could also be seen in that the same traits
ascribed to peer correction were attributed by others to self correction. For example,
some perceived their peers as being more honest; others accredited the feature of honesty
to self correction. Similarly, one student believed peer correction saved time, whereas
another found self correction to be more of a time-saver – the results of the study,
however, show that both forms of correction, peer or self, do not really “save” time at all.
The results of the survey question “Have you ever simplified your writing to
avoid being corrected?” affirmed the findings of Semke (1984). The responses in this
respect found the students in near agreement – most (85%) did tend to simplify their
writing in order to avoid corrections. Since language instructors often hope that writing
provides an outlet for experimentation so that students writing may flourish and attain
higher levels of proficiency, this avoidance seems rather inhibiting for students’ language
development.
Although they may avoid correction, it may be somewhat comforting for teachers
to know that the majority of their students do not experience anger when receiving
corrections from them; in fact, they appear more likely to direct frustration at themselves:
“Whether someone else grades me has no effect on me, really. I am my own critic.”
Another student explained, “I am a tough self-critic.” Anger was likewise reported as
more strongly associated with self correction than with peer correction, more than likely a
result of students’ frustration with themselves for having made errors.
However, the relatively weak levels with which students responded could raise
questions about the strong emotions reported by Truscott (1999b) with respect to oral
error correction from the teacher. Granted, oral corrections involve different social
dimensions when compared to corrections that are simply written; whatever these
dimensions, they are the link igniting strong affective responses in oral corrections that
are just less likely to be found in written corrections.
Along these lines, it is worth noting that some students are harder on themselves
than others. For some students, pride is a major factor. “You will probably be less
forgiving of your own mistakes than if a peer corrects it,” mentioned one peer-correcting
student. All in all, perhaps the most fitting illustration of the varying degrees of
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emotional involvement would be the veritable tirade one self corrector unleashed upon
himself at the end of his draft:

“This is not your best work, why aren’t you using the correct grammar and
vocabulary in a language you have been learning for two years. Your love of
classic rock is probably your way of hiding the deep emotional problem that you
feel like you don’t fit in with your peers, and you’ve adopted another generation’s
culture to give yourself ‘friends.’ I know you can do better than this!”

As one can observe from the above commentary, emotions in the language
classroom can sometimes run deep and be completely unrelated to language learning
itself, aspects which are difficult to control in constructing the learning environment.
Other students used words such as “hate,” “embarrassment,” and “inferior” in reference
to seeing their work corrected, while others exhibited absolutely no care of preference as
to type of corrections: “I don’t really have any feelings about certain types of corrections”
or “It doesn’t bother me at all to do this”.
The narration provided by students definitely reflects the individuality of the FL
learner, a variability which must be taken into account by the pedagogue when
approaching error correction. It is clear that while some students will see a benefit to
corrections, others will be frustrated over their perceived failures; either way, to assuage
some of the stronger emotional responses, it may behoove teachers to approach
corrections with an explanation as to why they are done and suggestions as to how
students may get the most benefit from them. Likewise, if any practical advice can stem
from this research, it could be suggested teachers use their corrections as another
teachable moment, highlighting individual error tendencies rather than identifying every
single mistake in a student’s FL writing.
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V. CONCLUSION
The results of this study demonstrate a clear correlation between correction type
and grammatical accuracy, namely, that peers are significantly more able to produce
grammatically accurate corrections than students correcting their own papers. No
correlations were found, however, between the type of correction received and students’
level of error awareness, and while students agreed that teacher corrections were the most
valid correction type, the questionnaire demonstrated a significant amount of affective
variability with respect to each correction type. It is hoped that these findings supplement
the existing body of research on error correction and students’ perceptions of such.
A number of limitations are present as well, the main one lying with the
specificity of study design. Multiple instructors oversaw the study across six separate
class sections, and although attempts were made to present parallel instructions, stylistic
differences in presentation and approach may have also produced variation between the
groups for which controls could not be made. Those peer correcting were not instructed
on where to begin after switching papers as well as whether or not and in what ways they
could interact. The population could have been more clearly defined, as proficiencies
were not tested and consent was never asked to access prior grades.
Other factors, either internal or external, could have affected the results. For
instance, the researcher did not establish interrater reliability for coding the corrections, a
step that would lend more credence to the results. It is also a stretch to assume that
awareness– as undefined as it is across SLA research - can be linked to a type of error
correction. The wording of the awareness question may have resulted in students’
indicating awareness when they previously could draw no conclusions as to their error
tendencies. Also, in order to better understand affective factors related to different forms
of error correction, it would be beneficial if future studies asked learners to explain the
reasons behind their feelings of anger or inferiority.
For the purposes of future investigation, it is strongly suggested this study be
replicated with more proficient populations. Whereas other studies dealt with more
advanced levels (Zhang, 1995; Chandler, 2003), this study worked with second year
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students who had only been learning German at college for two years, and these
relatively low proficiency levels may have affected the findings.
As further studies are performed, the adoption of more specific terminology (e.g.,
new terminology to describe non-spoken interactions between peers or student-conscious
linguistic knowledge interactions as suggested by self corrections) will also be needed. It
would also be interesting to analyze the error categories in terms of accuracy versus
correctability as done in Frantzen and Rissel (1987) to check for commonalities across
foreign languages. Just as much, it is hoped that researchers look into the cognitive
phenomenon underlying the occurrence demonstrated by the current study of “careless
mistakes” in second/foreign language writing.
In the meantime, until error correction is found to be either helpful or harmful and
the debate around this Big Questions is settled, FL pedagogy forges on and students
continue attending class with the assumption that they are being presented with the best
practices available. Ironically enough, these practices oftentimes include pre-revision
peer or self correction when the time needed to provide quality input is simply too
precious. What began as an experiment in the pursuit of grammatical accuracy ended up
demonstrating that while editing and corrections are indeed integral to the process
approach to writing, they are perhaps better off assigned as homework and not during
class. Whether helpful or harmful, corrections are unlikely to disappear, so further
inquiry into their actual function and most effective integration as tools to further foreign
language learning remains a worthwhile pursuit.
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APPENDIX A: Study Materials
A.1 Instructor Plan, Part One
Materials
• This Instructor Plan
• Student Writing Tools
o Paper, BLACK Pens, Student Instruction Sheets
• Stapler (if needed)
15 minutes – Lexical Preparation
Ask “Haben Sie schon mal ein Livekonzert besucht? Wer? Wo?” Collect
some student answers.
Brainstorm by asking students what words can describe a live concert
(you may need to write a few samples on the board to get them started –
verschiedene Geräusche, wie die Leute aussehen und ihre Handlungen,
Essen bei einem Konzert, usw). You can call on a student or two to write
on the board whichever words students call out. Encourage responses;
correct and hone vocabulary where appropriate. Here are some example
questions to encourage student responses:
• Beschreiben Sie die Umgebung eines klassischen Konzertes/
eines Rockkonzertes…? (Refer to student responses that fall
under these categories, try to get them to comment more on
their experience)
• Wer von Ihnen (Hände aufheben!) hört leiber Musik zu Hause?
Warum?
• Wer von Ihnen besucht lieber Livekonzerte? Warum?
Distribute instructions and read aloud with students. Brainstorm further
with students about things they could include in their writing. Basically,
the point here is to .
• What types of detail could you include on this topic? (cost of
tickets, where, who was there, what type of music, food served,
why people enjoy whichever types of music, etc).
35 minutes – Free-writing
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Distribute pens and paper. Inform students they will be writing the first
draft in class today and correcting it on Friday. They will receive their
corrections back the following week for a final draft to be written that will
count as a grade. Answer any questions students may have before they
begin writing.
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A.2 Instructor Plan, Part Two
Materials:
• Rough drafts from Jan 30
• Blue pens
• Checklists (distributed to all students in all groups)
• Example written on board for how to mark corrections - “Ich habe sein
Unterschrift an meinen T-Shirt bekommst – voll cool!”
25 minutes – Corrections
Distribute papers, blue pens, and checklists to students. Below is the breakdown
for section and correction type, then more instructions to each are below
Peer Correction sections
002 – 10:10 – 11:0010 HSS 219
003 – 12:20 – 1:10 HSS 219
004 – 1:25 – 2:15 HSS 220
Self-Correction sections
005 – 2:30 -3:20 HSS 220
006 – 9:05 – 9:55 HSS 53B
008 – 10:10 – 11:00 PSQ 205
Peer Correction Sections: Distribute checklists and instruct students: “You will
have six minutes to underline and correct any errors you find before switching
papers. We will correct for a total of 25 minutes using the blue pen only. Be sure
you do not correct your own paper. To correct, underline each error you find and
write your correction above it (indicate example on the board). If you think you see
an error but are not sure how to correct it, underline it and write a question mark
above the error in question (indicate example on the board). After you finish this
stage you will complete a survey on your experience.” (Peer correction instructors,
you will need to keep a close eye on the time in order to allow four different people the
chance to correct four different papers for six minutes each.)
Self Correction Sections: Distribute checklists and instruct students: “You will
have 25 minutes to examine your paper, marking and correcting any errors you
find. Use only the blue pen to mark and correct your errors. To correct, underline
each error you find and write your correction above it (indicate example on the
board). If you think you see an error but are not sure how to correct it, underline
it and write a question mark above the error in question (indicate example on the
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board). After you finish this stage you will complete a survey on your
experience.”
25 minutes- Post-assessment survey
Please be sure to allow the full time allotted for the survey, as it will provide the most
thoughtful, qualitative data from the whole study.
Please encourage students to not rush through the survey and to provide as
much detail as possible. The more detailed and thoughtful the responses, the
more effective the outcome of the study.
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A.3 Student Writing Prompt
Music plays a role in everyone’s life. Today we will spend thirty minutes freewriting about our own personal experiences with music. Taking time to
communicate your thoughts in German now will help you participate in
upcoming class discussions.
Free-writing is just that – writing freely as the thoughts flow through your mind.
As you write, please remember the following:
•
•
•
•

•

Write double-spaced with a black pen. If you do not have one, your
instructor will provide you with one.
Do not write your name on your paper. When you correct your paper
next Friday, you will identify your paper by hand-writing.
No dictionaries allowed.
Write in present perfect tense - “Ich bin zum Livekonzert gegangen…”
However, know there may also be cases where the present tense is
appropriate, for example “Ich liebe Rockmusik.”
There is a two page limit. Once you have reached two pages, you may
stop writing.

You will have thirty minutes to free-write about our theme, music. Try your best
using the German you have learned over the past few semesters. You will have
the opportunity later to make corrections; for now, concentrate only on
writing!

Main Writing Prompt

Beschreiben Sie das letzte Livekonzert, das Sie besucht haben.
Wer hat gespielt und wo? Wie teuer waren die Karten? War
es das wert? Was passiert am Tag? Hat es Spaß gemacht?
Besuchen Sie lieber Livekonzerte oder hören Sie lieber Musik
zu Hause? Benutzen Sie Detaills, um Ihre Meinung zu
unterstüzten. / Describe the last live concert you attended.
Who played and where? How expensive were the tickets?
Was it worth it? What happened during that day? Did you
enjoy yourself? In your opinion, what is better, attending a
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concert or listening to live music. Why? Use details to
support your answer.
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A.4 Guided Checklist
Please use the following simple checklist as a guide while you correct, paying
close attention to the following aspects. When you finish searching the paper for
each error type, feel free to check it off the list.

____ Case
Nominative versus Accusative
Examples: Ich habe das Buch gelesen. Æ das Buch
Ich habe meine Brille gefunden! Æ die Brille
Das ist der Tisch / Sie deckt den Tisch Æ der Tisch
Dative
Examples: Maria kauft ihrer Mutter eine Bluse. Æ die Mutter
Er schenkt mir einen schönen Rucksack. Æ ich
Ich erzähle meinen Freuden die Geschichte. Æ die Freunde

____ Tense – Did you use present perfect tense throughout?
Examples:

Ich bin aufgestanden.
Stefan hat zu viel Kaffee getrunken.
Hat Heidi gestern einen guten Film gesehen?

____ Word Order – Are your words ordered correctly?
Examples:
Coordination –
Nora hat gestern Abend ein Glas Wein getrunken und sie
hat es lecker gefunden.
SubordinationIch muss noch viel lernen, weil ich morgen eine Prüfung
habe.
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Finished? Please staple together this page, your corrected essay, and the survey
you will be filling out. You will receive a copy of your essay to write the final
draft.
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A.5 Post-Corrections Survey

Part I: Error Awareness
1. Did you notice errors in your draft that you thought you knew not to make?
Yes _____
No _____
2. Can you find any patterns to or draw any conclusions about your errors? For
example, your errors may be mostly article, word order, or verb conjugation
related, or the errors you make may be totally random.
Yes ____
No ____
If so, please write your observations here:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3. On a scale of 1-10 (1 being not aware at all, 10 being fully aware), how aware
were you of these particular error tendencies
before corrections? ______

after corrections? ______

Part II: Self-Corrections - Perceptions
1. Have you ever simplified your writing in order to avoid being corrected? Yes
2. I learn more from…

No

correcting my own paper ____
having a peer correct my paper ____

3. Do you see benefits to self-correction that might not occur from a peer
correcting your essay? List them below.

4. Likewise, do you see benefits from a peer correcting your paper over doing it
yourself? List those below. If you need more space, write in the margins.

5. Given the choice between peer correction or self-correction, which do you
prefer?
Peer ___

Self ___
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6. On a scale of 1-10 (1 being not valid at all, 5 valid, and 10 totally valid), how
valid do you consider corrections on your second language writing coming
from the following sources:
____ Peer (classmates correct your work)
____ Self (you correct your own work)
____ Teacher (teachers correct your work)
7. Think carefully about your experiences. Fill in the chart below with the letter
corresponding to your level of agreement with the following statement.
In the past, I have felt ______________ either during the process of or upon
receiving my paper back from this type of correction.
a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. neutral
d. disagree
e. strongly disagree
Peer-corrections
Self-corrections
Teacher corrections
embarrassment

______

______

______

some form of anger ______

______

______

inhibition

______

______

______

feelings of inferiority______

______

______

a negative attitude ______
______
______
toward writing
Additional Explanation:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

8. How much experience have you had with peer-corrections? Circle below.
None

One Time 2 – 3 Times

3-5 Times

5 -10 Times 10+ times

9. How much experience have you had with self-corrections? Circle below.
None

One Time 2 – 3 Times

3-5 Times

5 -10 Times 10+ times
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10. Are you (circle one)

male

female
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APPENDIX B: Supplemental Findings
APPENDIX B.1 Breakdown of Perceived Benefits per Correction Type

Descriptive Categories

Frequency
(N = 50)

Peer Correctors…
•

have an ability to see what the self-corrector cannot
o One cannot correct that which one does not know?
o Easier to find mistakes that aren’t your own
o Peers can find/notice more mistakes
o Can find mistakes you’d miss
o Peers can correct careless mistakes/errors

33
(10)
(3)
(5)
(1)
(1)

•

give a second opinion, which is valuable
o Value of feedback
o Objectivity of peer
o Unbiased
• Different perspective/set of eyes
• More criticizing [critical?]

21
(2)
(3)
(4)
(8)
(1)

•

have different knowledge than the self-corrector
o Different vocabulary

11
(3)

•

have more knowledge than the self-corrector
o are “better at German”
o May know a better way to say something

6
(5)
(1)

•

Can test how well your point gets across

•

have no benefit

•

Save time

•

Peers are more honest

2
2
1
1

Table 5. Peer Correction Perceived Benefits – Peer Corrector Responses
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Descriptive Categories

Frequency
(N = 43)

Peer Correctors…
•

have an ability to see what the self-corrector cannot
o Easier to find mistakes that aren’t your own
o Peers can find/notice more mistakes
o One cannot correct that which one does not know?
o Can find mistakes you’d miss
o Peers can correct careless mistakes/errors

31
(1)
(5)
(5)
(15)
(1)

•

give a second opinion, which is valuable
o Value of feedback
o Objectivity of peer
o Unbiased
• Different perspective/set of eyes/”fresh eyes”/point of view
• More criticizing(critical?)

11
(1)
(1)
(1)
(6)
(1)

•

may have more knowledge than the self-corrector
o are “better at German”
o May know a better way to say something

7
(1)
(1)

•

have different knowledge than the self-corrector
o Different vocabulary
o could have strengths that I do not have

7
(1)
(1)

•

Can give helpful advice
o can recognize patterns

4
(1)

•

are more honest

•

can look at another’s mistake and know not to make it themselves

2
1

Table 6. Peer Correction Perceived Benefits – Self Corrector Responses
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Descriptive Categories

Frequency

Peer Correctors…

(N = 93)

•

have an ability to see what the self-corrector cannot
o Easier to find mistakes that aren’t your own
o Peers can find/notice more mistakes
o One cannot correct that which one does not know?
o Can find mistakes you’d miss
o Peers can correct careless mistakes/errors

64
(4)
(10)
(15)
(16)
(2)

•

give a second opinion, which is valuable
o Value of feedback
o Objectivity of peer
o Unbiased
• Different perspective/set of eyes/”fresh eyes”/point of view
• More criticizing (critical?)

32
(3)
(4)
(5)
(14)
(2)

•

have different knowledge than the self-corrector
o Different vocabulary
o could have strengths that I do not have

18
(4)
(1)

•

may have more knowledge than the self-corrector
o are “better at German”
o May know a better way to say something

13
(6)
(2)

•

Can give helpful advice
o can recognize patterns

4
(1)

•

Peers are more honest

•

Can test how well you get your point across

•

can look at another’s mistake and know not to make it themselves

•

Save time

3
2
1
1

Table 7. Peer Correction Perceived Benefits – Overall Responses
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Descriptive Categories

Frequency

Self-Correctors…
• have knowledge of writer’s true communicative intentions

(N = 46)
16

•

see value in catching their own errors
o Better remember corrections if you do it yourself
o Makes one more self-aware

10
(5)
(2)

•

Can approach the corrections with a better understanding of own
weaknesses

7

•

have ability that peers lack
o Peers miscorrect, causing confusion
o Peers are not as knowledgeable

7
(3)
(4)

•

may have Affective Reasons
o Less embarrassing
o Less inhibition
o No fear in being incorrect

7
(3)
(1)
(1)

•

put more effort into correcting their own paper

6

•

have no benefits

•

may have a preference in dealing with own errors over others

•

Find previous mistakes when rereading

•

get a better grade

•

have less corrections

•

save time

•

can more easily understand own handwriting

•

are allowed a license to change actual content

4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

Table 8. Self Correction Perceived Benefits – Peer Corrector Responses
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Descriptive Categories

Frequency
N = (39)

Self-Correctors…
•

see value in catching their own errors
o Better remember corrections if you do it yourself
o Makes one more self-aware
o Helps one realize tendencies

13
(6)
(3)
(1)

•

have knowledge of writer’s true communicative intentions

7

•

may have affective Reasons
o Less embarrassing
o Less nervousness
o No fear in being incorrect
o Preference in dealing with own errors over other

5
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)

•

Find previous mistakes when rereading

5

•

have an ability their peers lack
o Peers miscorrect, causing confusion
o Peers are not as knowledgeable

3
(2)
(1)

•

Can approach the corrections with a better understanding of own
strengths and weaknesses

3

•

have no benefits

•

read from another perspective

•

put more effort into correcting their own paper

•

are allowed a license to change actual content

•

think critically about what they’ve written

3
1
1
1
1

Table 9. Self Correction Perceived Benefits – Self Corrector Responses
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Descriptive Categories

Frequency
N = (85)

Self-Correctors…
•

receive the value of finding and seeing one’s own errors
o Better remember corrections if you do it yourself
o Makes one more self-aware
o Helps one realize tendencies
o Think critically about what they’ve written

24
(11)
(5)
(1)
(1)

•

have knowledge of writer’s true communicative intentions

23

•

may have affective reasons
o Less embarrassing
o Less inhibition
o Less nervousness
o No fear in being incorrect
o Preference in dealing with own errors over other

12
(4)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(4)

•

can approach the corrections with a better understanding of own
strengths and weaknesses

10

•

have an ability their peers lack
o Peers miscorrect, causing confusion
o Peers are not as knowledgeable

10
(5)
(5)

•

have no benefits

7

•

put more effort into correction

•

find previous mistakes when rereading

•

are allowed a license to change actual content

•

can more easily understand own handwriting

•
•

get a better grade
have less Corrections

•

Save time

•

Read from another perspective

7
6
2
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 10. Self Correction Perceived Benefits – Overall Responses
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APPENDIX B.2. Affective Responses Per Correction Type
Responses

Frequency
(n = 93)

Embarrassment
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

7
26
26
23
11

Some form of Anger
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

2
12
17
28
34

Inhibition
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

4
26
33
20
10

Feelings of Inferiority
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

9
31
20
21
12

A negative Attitude toward Writing
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

3
26
22
26
16

Table 11. Affective Responses to Peer Correction
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Responses

Frequency
(n = 94)

Embarrassment
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1
5
29
27
32

Some form of Anger
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1
17
24
20
32

Inhibition
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

2
14
37
24
16

Feelings of Inferiority
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

4
12
32
25
21

A negative Attitude toward Writing
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1
26
27
21
19

Table 12. Affective Responses to Self Correction
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Responses

Frequency
(n = 93)

Embarrassment
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

4
27
16
29
17

Some form of Anger
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

2
17
16
24
35

Inhibition
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

3
18
36
24
12

Feelings of Inferiority
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12
29
13
21
18

A negative Attitude toward Writing
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

6
20
25
26
16

Table 13. Affective Responses to Teacher Correction
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